What is love? 'Tis not hereafter, Present mirth hath present laughter: What's to come is still unsure. In delay there lies no plenty, Then come kiss me, sweet and twenty: Youth's a stuff will not endure.

So sings Feste the Jester in Shakespeare's Twelfth Night, when the carousing Sir Toby and Sir Andrew Aguecheek implore him to sing a love song, a love song. As Shakespeare well knew, the need to love is as keen as the craving to eat and drink, and may overtake one as completely as madness, whether or not our imagined love is ever returned.

Twelfth Night is January 6, the twelfth night of Christmas, the Epiphany, the Feast of Fools when the Lord of Misrule reigns, and nothing is, but is not. On this eve, chaos subverts order. Such a struggle rages in the play in the tug of war between the puritanical Malvolio and the drunken, roistering clowns.

Alisa Solomon posits the following connection between the Puritanical mindset and the antitheatrical tradition:

That theater should be the art potentially most offensive to social order makes obvious sense: onstage the human body is absolutely present in all its sweating, spitting specificity. Antitheatrical railers recoiled especially from this unavoidable, bodily fact from the theatrical suggestion that the factness of the body doesn't imply everything about the identity of the self.

Shakespeare plays deliriously with the factness of bodies and selves. There are twins, Viola and Sebastian, shipwrecked, severed from each other, believing their other half drowned. There is Viola, disguised as the boy, Cesario, in love with the lovesick Orsino, and sent by him to woo his cruel lady, Olivia, only to find herself hotly desired by this mistaken maid. And of course the puritan, Malvolio, who undergoes grotesque bodily transformations through the seduction of the words of Mariah's letter that calls him
Shakespeare supplied Twelfth Night, with a subtitle, What You Will. But what is “will?” The Oxford Dictionary has this to say:

1. expressing a future statement, command, etc. (you will regret this)
2. expressing intention (I will return soon)
3. wish or desire (come when you will)
4. be able to (it will hold a large amount)
5. have a habit or tendency (accidents will happen)

Will is, of course, also the playwright's name. And so we know from the title that this is an intrigue of identity, intention, desire, ability, and tendencies, i.e., accidents will happen, hearts and heads will be broken, what's lost will be found, and all these occurrences will unravel themselves in the great sea of TIME we are tossed in.

"What are you? What would you?" the tantalized Olivia demands of the mysterious Cesario. Do any of us really know who we are, what we are, what we would?

Alain de Botton writes: Perhaps it is true that we do not really exist until there is someone there to see us existing, we cannot properly speak until there is someone who can understand what we are saying, in essence, we are not wholly alive until we are loved.

The play ends with Feste's song: the rain it raineth every day. John Lahr states that frivolity, comedy, is the species' refusal to suffer. And so, despite the fact that a great while ago the world began, that youth's a stuff will not endure, and that even these sweaty bodies on the stage and in the audience, that bring us such joy and love, will slip from us like waves on the coast of Illyria, we'll strive to please you every day.

—Jean Randich
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ROMANTIC FATALISM
1. The longing for a destiny is nowhere stronger than in our romantic life. All too often forced to share our bed with those who cannot fathom our soul, can we not be forgiven if we believe ourselves fated to stumble one day upon the man or woman of our dreams? Can we not be excused a certain superstitious faith in a creature who will prove the solution to our relentless yearnings? And though our prayers may never be answered, though there may be no end to the dismal cycle of mutual incomprehension, if the heavens should come to take pity on us, then can we really be expected to attribute the encounter with this prince or princess to mere coincidence? Or can we not for once escape rational censure and read it as nothing other than an inevitable part of our romantic destiny?

MARXISM
1. When we look at someone (an angel) from a position of unrequited love and imagine the pleasures that being in heaven with them might bring us, we are prone to overlook one important danger: how soon their attractions might pale if they began to love us back. We fall in love because we long to escape from ourselves with someone as beautiful, intelligent, and witty as we are ugly, stupid, and dull. But what if such a perfect being should one day turn around and decide they love us back? We can only
be as wonderful as we had hoped when they have had the bad taste to approve of someone like us? If, in order to love, we must believe that the beloved surpasses us in some way, does not a cruel paradox emerge when they return that love? We are led to ask, "If s/he really is so wonderful, how is it possible that s/he could love someone like me?"

**FALSE NOTES**

1. Long before we've had the chance to become familiar with our loved one, we may be filled with the curious sense that we know them already. It seems as though we've met them somewhere before, in a previous life perhaps, or in our dreams. In Plato's Symposium, Aristophanes explains this feeling of familiarity with the claim that the loved one was our long-lost "other half" whose body we had originally been stuck to. In the beginning, all human beings were hermaphrodites with double backs and flanks, four hands and four legs and two faces turned in opposite directions on the same head. These hermaphrodites were so powerful and their pride so overweening that Zeus was forced to cut them in two, into a male and a female half-and from that day, each man and each woman has yearned to rejoin the half from which he or she has been severed.

*(Alain de Botton, On Love, Grove Press, NY, 1993.)*